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Abstract: Water pumping is considered an economically
competitive sustainable process of providing water to
communities, rural areas and livestock's. A parametric
analysis on HAWT is carried out to explore the influence
of the performance parameters on the power generated
and withdrawal quantity of water. Effect of wind speed,
radius of rotor, ambient condition, well depth, and
efficiencies of turbine, generator and the pump were
studied and reflected in important generalized
performance maps. These performance graphs are
valuable in best understanding of on‐design and off‐
design constraints of the horizontal axis wind turbine in
water pumping. The blade geometry was also studied.
Results showed the reasonable range of wind turbine
performance and the corresponding water discharge
within the abovementioned constraints. Rating and the
effect of pitch angle on discharged water are also
presented. Methodology necessary to achieve the
abovementioned results is processed by a computer
program written in Matlab.
Key Wards: Performance analysis, wind turbines, water
pumping, pitch angle, tip speed ratio.
1. Introduction
Wind pumping is considered an economically competitive,
sustainable means of providing water to communities without
access to the electricity grid [1]. Renewable energy
technologies such as wind have great potential for improving
water supply in rural areas. Because the wind energy resource
in many rural areas is sufficient for attractive application of
wind pumps, and as fuel is insufficient, the wind pumps will be
spread on a rather large scale in the near future [2]. Small wind
turbines are especially appealing because they can be located
further from the borehole, where the wind is strongest. Another
crucial development with modern wind pumps is that they use
only 6–8 blades of true airfoils, in contrast to traditional
windmills, which have 15–18 curved steel plates. Using fewer
blades decreases the cost. The rotor diameter of traditional wind
pumps is 2–5 meters [3].
The so-called third generation windmills use a direct drive
mechanism rather than a geared transmission. They are
designed to produce high torque at low wind speeds and provide
rotor speed control at high wind speeds.
The main objective of this design is to reduce the starting
torque. Electrical wind turbine pumps offer a more promising
technology. Modern wind generators can produce AC or DC
electrical output and can pump water directly by connecting to
AC or DC motors.
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Electrical wind turbines rated as low as 50 W are
commercially available, and generally require high wind
speeds. For example, a small wind turbine of about 1.5 kW rated
output requires an average wind speed of 4–5 m/s to start
pumping, compared to mechanical wind pumps, which can start
pumping at about 2.5 to 3.5 m/s. Larger wind turbines require
higher wind speeds to start the rotor. They become competitive
with windmills above average wind speeds of 5–6 m/s for water
pumping applications [4]. The electrical and mechanical wind
pump systems are illustrated in Fig. (1).

In addition to selecting an appropriate wind turbine and
pumping system, many other aspects need to be taken into
consideration when designing a wind pumping system. These
include the construction of a well or storage reservoir from
which water is to be pumped, a storage tank at the desired water
output location and all necessary plumbing.
The majority of water pumping applications require year round
production and it is important to know the expected output at
all times of the year.
This paper focuses on the performance analysis of wind
turbines and attempts to show that it can play a viable role in
wind energy’s future through an assessment of pumping
demands at which it is and is not feasible. Computations of
power extracted and water discharge for different operating
conditions were carried out. To do so, a computer program
written in Matlab oriented to process all operating conditions
sequentially. The computer program is outlined in the flowchart
shown in figure (2)

2. Methodology:
In an attempt to better understand the potential of wind
pumping, an analysis has been conducted to determine the
required pumping heads and water demands that may be
feasibly supplied for a range of average wind speeds.
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An analysis has been conducted from general assumptions
and first principles to determine the maximum possible
theoretical output and a water pumping system. Wind power is
modeling is adapted to determine the output of any system with
specifications of rotor diameter, average wind speed, required
pumping head and system efficiency.
The ideal power extracted by the wind turbine from the
available power with constant efficiency in the air is calculated
from the well-known equation [6]:
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The rotor is usually designed to optimize the power
generated for a given wind resource. On the other hand, the
equation of the power required for withdrawing water may be
calculated from the following equation:
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Thus, the discharge is calculated from the following
equation:
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Where Q is the discharge and H is the head
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Similarly, equation (3) is processed for the specified
operating condition considered for power extracted. A range of
blade length (i.e. rotor radius) of the order (2m – 10m) is
depended. The efficiency of the wind turbine is supposed to be
in the range (20% - 40%) while the ambient temperature is
taken in the range (0oC – 50oC).
One of the most important factors involved in the accounts
of power resulting from the wind and that cannot be ignored is
the number of blades.
A performance and design parameter is called the tip speed
ratio (λ); it represents the ratio of the tangential speed at tip to
the wind speed. It has a significant impact on the rotor power
coefficient, (Cp) and highly recommended to be used in
performance control. The coefficient of performance may be
calculated in term of blade number (B) and the drag to lift ratio
excited due to flow orientation and blade geometry from the
following equation [7]:
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The performance of wind turbine is experienced through
equation (8) for a blade number in the range of (2-6) and ε in
the range of (0 – 0.1). The impact of blade pitch angle is a
critical parameter for the aerodynamic optimization of
untwisted blades [8].
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Equation (5) reveals the dependency of the turbine
efficiency on the tip speed ratio and the pitch angle. This joins
the coefficient of performance of the wind turbine with the
blade number and pitch angle. It is useful in the control process.
Select the input data, performance parameters
to be studied; specify the ambient condition to be
studied

When P is the power and V is the wind speed.

∗

C

Specify No. of the blades; range of lift to drag
ratios and radius to be studied; specify the max.
Power for rating; cut in, cut out and rating speeds

Select the range of wind speeds, the range of
pitch angle to be examined Simulate the
deterioration of wind turbine performance.

Use the necessary equations to evaluate the
power and water discharge

Reflect results into useful generalized
performance maps

End

Fig.(2) Flow chart of the computer program

3. Discussion:
A pumping system should be reliable and fulfill the water
demand. However, in many cases, the water resource
determines the best type of pumping system.
The amount of water of a wind-powered water pumping
system can deliver depending on the speed and duration of the
wind, the size and efficiency of the rotor, the efficiency of the
pump being used, and how far the water has to be lifted [9].
The power produced for a range of wind speed and different
wind turbine spans and ambient temperature is presented in
figure (3&4). The power is inherently increased with wind
speed exponentially in the cubic order. Larger blade length
leads to grater values of power as the exposed area of the wind
turbine rotor increased.
Theoretically, the coefficient of performance of wind
turbine (efficiency) reaches its maximum. The dependence of
the coefficient of performance on tip speed wind ratio and the
number of blades is presented in important generalized
performance maps which have a viable role in the control of the
wind turbine performance. These maps are shown in Figures
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(5 &6). The effect of blade number and geometry that
experiencing drag scaled to the lift induced on the power
coefficient is also explored. The ideal case is attained when no
drag induced during facing the flow leads to maximum
coefficient of performance. Increased drag (i.e. ε) because of
setting and orientation of the blades reduces the coefficient of
performance which leads to a sharp drop in coefficient of
performance at high tip speed ratios. This is because the
increases in accumulated drag of skin friction and drag due to
wake excited see fig.(7). Unfortunately, this pushes the
designers toward low speed ratios and small scale wind turbine.
All wind turbines have some type of aerodynamic and/or
electrical loading capability to prevent the wind turbine from
going into overspeed.
Every wind pump system has certainly specified
characteristics such as max. power, cut in speed, cut out speed
and rating. These parameters are well interplayed, processed
and reflected in generalized maps as shown in figures (8 &9).
The pitch angle plays a great role in controlling the wing
turbine. The influence of pitch angle for a range between -5 deg.
and 15 deg. has experienced. Figures (10&11) show the effect
of pitch angle on the performance of wind turbine. A range of
water head of (6-15) m is processed to estimate the water
withdrawal. This is because the wind pump system proposed to
be used in rural areas.
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4. Conclusions:
Even the wind speed in Iraq is categorized as speed regime
with the exception to certain indicated regions; the wind power
represents a significant power source especially in rural and offgrid areas. Many researchers conducted promising results to
overcome the low wind speed problem. The use of direct pumps
connected to the wind rotor may serve to ensure water for
human and livestock in rural areas. Furthermore, the modern
wind turbine systems use DC and Ac generators which can be
utilized in lighting in parallel with water withdrawal.
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Fig.(3) Discharge versus velocity for different Rotor
diameter

Fig.(4) Discharge versus velocity for different ambient
temperature
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Fig.(5) Cp versus tip speed ration different blade
no. and ε = 0.0
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Fig. (8) Cut in, rating and cut out of the wind
pump

Fig.(9) Rating power for different rotor diameter
Fig.(6) Cp versus tip speed ration different blade
No. and ε = 0.05

Fig.(10) Daily discharge for different heads and
0° pitch

Fig.(7) Cp versus tip speed ration for different
drag to lift ratio

Fig.(11) Daily discharge for different heads and
different pitch angles
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